ABSTRACT Cardiac invasion by bronchial carcinoma may prevent successful resection but may be undetected before operation. In a retrospective analysis of 100 consecutive thoracotomies nine patients had unsuspected cardiac invasion by tumour. A prospective study of preoperative two dimensional echocardiography was therefore undertaken in patients with bronchial carcinoma who had no clinical evidence of cardiac tumour. Comparison with anatomical findings was possible in 65 patients in whom an echocardiogram of suitable quality had been obtained. There was one false negative among 55 negative echocardiograms and three false positives among 10 positive echocardiograms; non-malignant pericardial disease accounted for the echocardiographic finding in one of the latter. The predictive value of a negative test was 98%, and the predictive value of a positive test was highest (80%) if the echocardiogram suggested atrial invasion.
Secondary carcinoma of the heart has been reported at necropsy in 5-25% of patients dying of malignant disease,' 2 yet it rarely produces important clinical symptoms.34 Although this applies to cardiac invasion by primary carcinoma of the bronchus, the presence of tumour in the heart or pericardium may prevent successful surgical resection.
To assess the magnitude of the problem we first reviewed retrospectively 100 consecutive thoracotomies performed for carcinoma of the bronchus. The overall resection rate in these patients was 81%, which is similar to that in previously published series." Of the 100 patients, nine were found to have cardiac invasion by tumour, four with tumour in the left atrium and five with pericardial invasion alone. The tumour was unresectable in six of these nine patients.
Two dimensional echocardiography allows visualisation of much of the cardiac anatomy, and has proved valuable in the detection of intracardiac masses, such as primary tumours of the heart.7 The purpose of this study was to evaluate prospectively the use of two dimensional echocardiography in the preoperative detection of occult cardiac invasion in patients with bronchial carcinoma.
Padents and methods
Two dimensional echocardiography was performed in 87 patients with proved carcinoma of the bronchus who were being assessed for surgery. There were 70 men and 17 women with a mean age of 61 years. No patient had clinical, radiographic, or cardiographic evidence of cardiac tumour and all were in sinus rhythm.
The two dimensional echocardiography was performed and interpreted by two of the authors using either an ATL MK-300C or a Toshiba SSH-1OA sector scanner. Parastemal (long and short axis), subcostal (short axis and four chamber), and apical (long axis and four chamber) views were used in all cases (fig 1) . The echocardiogram was considered suitable for interpretation only if the heart could be visualised to the apex, the left atrium could be clearly seen in two or more views, and at least two of the pulmonary veins could be seen at the point of entry into the left atrium.
All echocardiograms were interpreted before thoracotomy and the results were compared with subsequent operative postmortem findings. Cardiac invasion was suspected if a pericardial effusion was detected or if there was evidence of a mass within a cardiac chamber, including the point of entry of the pulmonary veins into the the left atrium.
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Results
Of the 87 patients in the study, 15 did not proceed to thoracotomy because of the discovery of distant metastases, and they received either radiotherapy or chemotherapy. These patients have been excluded from the analysis as anatomical confirmation of the findings from two dimensional echocardiography was not available although in one patient the echocardiogram was interpreted as showing atrial invasion. Of the remaining 72 patients, the echocardiogram was judged to be of insufficient quality for interpretation in seven (9 7%). The study population therefore comprised 65 patients; in 64 the echocardiographic findings could be compared with the findings at thoracotomy, while information obtained at necropsy was used in one patient who died suddenly before operation.
Of the 65 echocardiograms 55 were interpreted as showing no evidence of cardiac invasion. The negative findings were confirmed in 54 cases (98-2%) but in one patient (1 8%) pericardial invasion was found at thoracotomy. An extended pneumonectomy was performed in this patient.
Ten echocardiograms were interpreted as showing cardiac invasion. The positive findings were confirmed anatomically in seven cases (70%), with pericardial invasion in three and atrial tumour in four (fig 2) . The three false positive echocardiograms (30%) included one interpreted as showing atrial tumour and two as having pericardial invasion. In one of the latter patients extensive chronic pericardial adhesions were found at thoracotomy to account for the echocardiographic findings.
The overall sensitivity of two dimensional echocardiography in this study was 87-5%, with a specificity of 94-7%. The predictive value of a negative echocardiogram was 98-2% and of a positive one 70%. The latter comprises a predictive value of 80% for a positive echocardiogram showing atrial invasion and 60% for a positive echocardiogram showing pericardial invasion.
In the eight patients with proved cardiac invasion histological examination of the tumour showed squamous carcinoma in six, adenocarcinoma in one, and undifferentiated large cell carcinoma in one. All eight patients had centrally placed tumours arising in a lobar or main bronchus with no predominant side or site of origin. In two patients resection of tumour was possible despite cardiac invasion. Both had pericardial invasion and died of metastatic disease four and five months respectively after extended pneumonectomy.
Twenty-one other cardiac abnormalities that were unrelated to the carcinoma were found in 17 of the 80 technically acceptable echocardiograms (this includes data from the 15 patients who did not proceed to thoracotomy), and in many cases the findings were unexpected ( In the present study two dimensional echocardiography has proved to be a sensitive means of detecting occult cardiac invasion by bronchial carcinoma. We did not perform routine computed tomography in these patients so no direct comparative data are available on the sensitivity and specificity of the two techniques in the recognition of cardiac invasion. But cardiac invasion was associated with mediastinal adenopathy at surgery in 10 of the 16 patients discussed here (eight malignant, two reactive hyperplasia) and computed tomography is likely to have at least detected these and prompted further investigation, perhaps avoiding unnecessary thoracotomy in some of these patients.
The frequency of uninterpretable echocardiograms (9 7%) in our series is acceptable for a population of patients with a high prevalence of chronic obstructive airways disease as satisfactory images are notoriously difficult to obtain in such patients.
The predictive value of a positive result was less than that of a negative result. Two of the three false positive echocardiograms were interpreted as showing pericardial invasion but in one this was attributable to chronic inflammatory pericardial disease. In the other a subsequent review of the echocardiogram still resulted in the report of a small pericardial effusion. This highlights the non-specific nature of pericardial abnormalities on an echo-with bronchial carcinoma. 
